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Novak Construction Company Fortifies Team; Adds Patrick
Kenny as Vice President
Chicago, Illinois (October 24, 2014) – Novak Construction Company announces the addition
of Mr. Patrick Kenny as a new Vice President. Mr. Kenny brings more than twenty two years’
of project execution, budget management, pre-construction and business development
experience to Novak. In his new role, Mr. Kenny will focus initially on improving the
company’s access to opportunities in the hospitality and multi-family/mixed use sectors,
then aim to grow its ever-expanding specialty and industrial portfolios.
Patrick’s addition comes in a year in which Novak continues to add top resources and talent,
aiming to secure an array of opportunities that complements and enhances its venerable
repeat client business. Novak tapped Patrick as Project Executive at Walsh Construction,
where he established the Hospitality division within its Chicago Building Group. Prior to
Walsh, he enjoyed a long tenure with James McHugh Construction as Senior Estimator,
Project Manager and Superintendent.
“We welcome Patrick’s experience to Novak Construction as someone who will help us
identify and expand our opportunities, in addition to improving the project management
process,” said Mr. John Novak, Founder/President. “Patrick brings solid hands-on
construction experience, coupled with a passion for building and guiding processes. His
vision for growth will certainly enhance all of our teams and the company’s profitability. We
look forward to deepening our portfolio and commencing new client relationships.”
“I am excited to be part of the Novak team. I chose the company specifically for its growth
potential and my ability to realize new opportunities across a greater spectrum of market
sectors,” states Mr. Kenny. “I am committed to building a pipeline and implementing
Novak’s vision for success.”
ABOUT NOVAK CONSTRUCTION
Novak Construction, founded by John Novak in 1980, is a top tier, nationally-recognized
General Contractor and Construction Management firm. Novak is known for its retail,
corporate, institutional, healthcare, hospitality, multi-family and industrial portfolios.
www.novakconstruction.com.
Connect
with
Novak
on
Facebook
at
www.facebook.com/NovakConstructionCompany and on Twitter @NovakCC.
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